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Step 1 Write the Scripture as is in from the bible.
English Translation

Translated verse OBRYAM

oorm rwsw hwhy ta

ary kynyoob mkx yhT la

kybyoob mkx yhT la kyTxra

rfyy awhw whood kykrd lkb

noofT la kTnyb law
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kbl lkb hwhy la xjb

3:5

Proverbs 3:5
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0 xjb

1 la

2 hwhy

3 lkb

4 kbl

5 law

6 kTnyb

7 la

8 woofT

9 lkb

10 kykrd

11 whood

12 awhw

13 rfyy

14 kyTxra

15 la

16 yhT

17 mkx

18 kynyoob

19 aay

20 Ta

21 hwhy

22 rwsw

YAALAMA - Branded with ry bright, high.

ATAWA- the agreement of RASHATAW is secured with life and living provision for life.

YAHAWAHA-  RASHTAW creates and resets his people back to rooting and living increasing in living YADA-
YARAH.

WASAWARA - Holding or covering.  One separated from the covering.  Rs ruler rws turns away another to a 

strong oorm shephered delight.  Another strange mf teachings or teaching of your own (going your own 
way.) 

ALAMA - Heals through resetting and returning to the agreement.

TAHAYA - the person mark revealed through works.

CHAKAMA - A way humbled or held to a way of a people.

BAOYAO YANA YAKA - swell, full, overflowing with continual living of works.  Holds to living and gives to 
others receiving.

BAKALA - house of the authority with approval.  Crush and reshape. Mold. House of wholeness.  House of 
agreement.  House of working provision.

DARAKAYAKA - Generation, naked, covered, life cycle.  Crush - mortor. Life given to one who receives and lives 
the working agreement.

DAOYAOHAWA - Repeat, experience, know the standards of the way.  Previously knows reference to written on the 
hearts.  HAWA the cornerstone.

WAHAWALA - Joining of the cornerstone.

YADAYSHARA - Directing behind work.  SHARA is one who holds to the leading work of YASHA.

ARA CHATAW YAKA - Flowing light, showing and placing us to the way of life.  The mark of life.  The mark of 
works shows who has this heart and lives this way.

BAYANA TAKA - weep, pressing, resetting, transformation, pulling or cutting out.

ALAMA

TASHAOYAOWA - Securing the inner knowing to the path of success.  Printed inside.

BATHACHA- House holding a whole vessel.  A whole vessel is a healed heart. Changed, cracked and remolded.  
BACHA- body on the pathway of order.  THACHA.  Containing wall, held inside.  What's in your heart, grind, 
plaster, slaughter cracked.

ALAMA

YAHAWAH

BAKALA - one body, people, houses, individuals, family, nation, separating, container - mind, box.  Joining of an 
agreement and holding to.

BALABAKA - A crushing heart turned around heals.  Pushing or pulled out by strange hand or receipt.

heals through resetting. Or is cut loose to another agreement.

Proverbs 3:6

Proverbs 3:7
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23 oorm

MARAOYAO - one with the mighty mighty m the RAWACHA of the mighty Shephered.  Watcher's heart is filled 

with the m of the RASHATAW.
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